Audio –Correcting Out of Phase Audio?
Listening to the numerous radio stations now available online or LRSL’s broadcasting on MW, it
is easy to forget that many of these services are put together by people who don’t fully
understand the full engineering complexities of setting up professional or semi-professional
radio.
Many years ago, well before the days of commercial radio started in the 70’s, the broadcasters
of that time needed a system that can get an audio signal from A to B without radio
interference from transmitters or mains electric items such as motors. This was mainly achieved
by using shielded cable and “balancing” the audio. In effect this sends a + positive AND –
negative version of the audio signal down a shielded cable. Most interference picked up by the
cable would then be cancelled out at the receiver end and eliminate the unwanted noise.
So, “unbalanced” audio would simply have the inner signal and the shield. “Balanced” audio
would have a positive and negative audio signal shrouded with a shield. Hence the reason XLR
connectors have three pins. Pin 1 is for the shield. Pin 2 is the + signal, and Pin 3 is for the –
signal. This is great to eliminate unwanted noise, but can cause issues if the radio stations
equipment isn’t wired the same way; so rules have to be adhered too.
All professional studio equipment will have balanced inputs and outputs. Equipment with just
simple unbalanced outputs such as domestic CD players will require to be wired so the
balanced input will accept the audio. The biggest problem I have come across is where stereo
equipment has been wired wrongly, and so stereo audio is played out or recorded into Myriad
“Out Of Phase”.
This is where the stereo audio channels are out of phase from each other; one channel (e.g.
Left) is positive and the other (Right) is negative. This can happen when one of the connecting
leads have been soldered incorrectly. ALL balanced connections should be Pin1 = Pin1, Pin 2 =
Pin 2 and Pin 3 = Pin3. BUT if one of the leads has Pin 1 = Pin1, Pin 2 = Pin3 and Pin 3 = Pin2, this
will cause the audio to become out of phase and when mixed for mono, all hell breaks loose.
Listening in stereo, you may notice the stereo sound is “wide” or sounding different. Once the
signal is forced into Mono, the left channel will cancel out the right channel. This may make it
sound as though you have removed the vocals of the song, or you may lose audio altogether!
So if you experience a song that doesn’t sound quite right or loses its vocals then you may have
a problem – it has been recorded out of phase OR the equipment that you are playing it from
has been wired wrong.

So you have a song that is Out of Phase (OOP)?
Although my station broadcasts in CD quality stereo, I still like to monitor in mono. It’s easy to
notice anything that is broadcast that may not have been recorded correctly, had effects added
(in the case of promos or jingles) or have been imported from another source that is out of
phase.
Production desks should have a “Phase Correlation” meter. This will tell the producer if the
audio is OK. Most if not all radio broadcasting desks will not. Cool Edit Pro/Adobe Audition does
have the ability to check the phase of audio on the “Analyze” button. If you think you have a
piece of audio that is OOP, drag the original audio (MYR file in the case of Myriad) into Cool Edit
and play checking for phase.

The image above shows a stereo piece of audio in Cool Edit Pro. The Phase Analyze meter is
bottom left and shows the Left & Right audio is correct.

The above image shows the same piece of audio that I have forced to be Out of Phase. The
Phase Analyze meter now shows the Left & Right audio IS out of phase.
How to correct the audio?
If you piece of audio is out of phase, firstly where did it come from? Whilst working at Radio
City/Magic 1548 we used to get commercial audio from a professional recording company and
a series of adverts were OOP. I spent the best part of 30 minutes explaining to the
“professional” company that part of the audio was OOP and that we cannot accept it for
broadcast. They refused to accept the issue and so it was broadcast OPP and on mono Magic it
sounded awful when some of the vox pieces was lost! When the second ad was received, I
instructed the commercial department not to accept it.
I’m not perfect. I have also broadcast a secret Westlife gig OOP although that was on Radio City
in stereo. But anyone listening in mono, the vocals had gone. Not good for Westlife or my ego!
So it can happen to the best of us.
If you have recorded the audio or transferred from CD into Myriad, check the wiring. If you got
the audio from an external source (ie, another radio station or from the internet) always check
for phase via Cool Edit Pro/Adobe Audition. Be warned, some stereo songs such as the Beatles
songs that have been forced into stereo (instead of re-mixed into stereo) can “sound” OOP but
in fact are fine when broadcast.
We can correct a stereo audio recording by inverting one of the channels by using Cool Edit Pro.

Select “Channel Mixer” in Cool Edit Pro.

With the Channel Mixer open, select the “No Mixing” preset and invert one of the channels.
Unfortunately we don’t know if the Left or Right channel is the offending channel, so go for one
of them and click OK.

When you playback the audio, check the Phase Analyse meter once again.
Don’t forget with Cool Edit Pro we can always undo any changes until we save the audio.
If you have managed to put the audio back In Phase, then save the audio and transfer back to
Myriad.
So Remember:
*Ensure your audio equipment is wired correctly to prevent noise interference.

*Check all audio from external sources (other radio stations and recordings from the internet)
*If you don’t have a Phase Meter on your mixer, put Cool Edit Pro/Adobe Audition into “record
monitor” mode and check audio played back through the mixer from Myriad, etc.
Please note this document is not comprehensive as to what can go wrong with audio at your
radio station and cannot be rectified without professional equipment such as a dual
oscilloscope, etc. If in doubt seek advice from a professional audio engineer.
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